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SUMMARY
This final report describes the results of work
done by HIH Con trrols Co., Inc. in applying their Model 300--
1 1	 50 Wideb8nd. Autocollimator System to a Carco three-axis
test-table to determine suitability of an arrangement for
the testing of a precision ultraviolet (UV) horizon sensor.
The UV-horizon sensor, was mounted onto ths, Carco test plat-
form along; with t ►, o rArror flats which were used for the
autocollimator systems.
The autocollimators and a horizon-simulator, also man-
ufacturo6 under the contract, were mounted to the laboratory
floor adjacent to the Carco table and the test system was
dynamically and statically observed to evaluate its perfor-
mance for senor testing.
1
INTRODUCTION
The objectives of the work done may be divided into
two major tasks. One task was to determine the suitability
of using the NASA/DRC Carco test-table, in conjuncti.on with
the HH Controls Model. 300 -50 Avtocollinator Systems, to follo)fr
blotIons of sensors undor test to accuracies of under one
aresecond of motion.
Th e secnr1 o-^'Re c{ 	five *ms }+o d evelop n IT I Lf r fy -WA is i{ ^f^. ... v ^ v^^ rbL v u v v C b ,^. r 4. Y f ^.+ iJ i/ V     	 4^ V^ a ^ 1 Vn 1^ i+ V+• U. ill .
ulator to generate typical signals in a UV-horizon sensor
which relate directly to the signals obtained by the sensor
in space when directed toward the earth horizon profile.
The formor task was codmpleted in September 1969 after
delivery of the Autocollimator Systems on September 19v 1969.
The latter task was completed in December 1969 after delivery
of the UV-horizon simulator on December 4, 1969.
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II
Angular  Precision of Carco Table.-Initial testing
of the Carco table was accomplished with the two mirrors
mounted on flat surfaces at the side of the inner plat-
form. The height of the Mirrors was about 4.5 feet from
the laboratory floor and it was therefor necessary to
mount the observing autocollimators on a husky photo-
graphic camera mount borrowed from the ERC Electro-Optical.
With this particular arrangement, it was found that
excursions of 15 to 30 a,reseconds were present in the out-
put of the autocollimators, the output being monitored on
a scope.
The frequency of the excursion was determine rl to be
about 1 Hertz and forces were applied to various parts of
the system to determine if a singular source was responsible
for the motion. Forces applied to the gimbals did not produce
motions correlating with the oscillation., nor did forces ap-
plied between the-laboratory floor and the pier supporting
the Carco table (up to 100 pounds in the latter case).
It was noted that a small tap, applied at virtually
any point on the camera mount, would then induce vibrations,
of the characteristic frequency being sought. Although of
a stiff design, the mount was deemed inadequate, even after
some stiffenning experiments had produced marginal results.
3
1.
An alternative mount was then secured form the Electro-
Optical Sensors Lab. This mount consisted of a granite
slab riounted on a heavy steel-frame table with casters, used
for rolling, the table about. The height was not adjustable,
but hoavy blocks wore used on toy of the tablo to raise the
effective surface of the table and support; the autocollimators
at the desired height.
Operation with this mouAt iub equ '  ntly domonstrated that
low--frequency vibrations were also present. This also was
isolated to the mount and was most puzzling since the granite
table s ectmd to be so much more rigid. ,
 Jacks built: into
the table were then used to raise the casters from the floor
and remove them as a possible source of instability, but no
improvement was noted from this action.
Subsequent point-by--point inspection of the table finally
revealed four hidden pads of hard rubber were mounted under
the granite table top.
To eliminate
	
these pads as ,a possible source of the
ascillation, metal wedges were introdued in parallel with
the pads. Removal was considered, but the slab was far too
heavy to accomplish this, and table imbalance might occur.
Subsequent testing then showed that the oscillation had dis-
appeared and noise levels of the system were under a one
aresecond Level.
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With the source of excessive noise eliminated, forcer
were once again applied to various points in the system to
determine if troublesome responses would result. Nono were
noted.
In particular, forces ire excessive amounts (over 100
pounds) were applied to the pier relative to the laboratory
floor, with no measttire-able effects in the one aresecond
range of sensitivity,
Nex'! , thje effects of air tu1'bl11enCQ worc cvaluatcd,. The
mirror distance from the autocollimators was about 3 feet in
all tests and the equivalent angular noise was found to be
easily under one arcs eewid in the general laboratory onvi r-
onment present in the test area. This is in accordance
witI. the data found in the Operation Manual supplied with
the T,iodel 300-50 Wideband Electronic Autocollimator System.
As discussed in the manual, shielding of the light path
might be necessary to reduce the noise Level due to turbulence
at ranges such as 10 feet, but at three feet the noise is
under 1 aresecond in relatively quiet air.
If reconfiguration of the system requires * a 6-inch
diameter tubing of light material such as Aluminum may be
used to shield the light path from stray air turbulence.
"
iUV-Nor. .zon Sl millator.- The operation of the UV-horizon
...,.
simulator is illustrated in Figure 1. The source cons ist s
of` a General Electric Ribbon Filament Microscope Lamps
One edge of the ribbon filamant corresponds to the' illumin-
ated edge of the earth as seen from outer space.
Inasmuch as t,ho fil.at,lent- temperature and th e intensity are
not the same: as that of the horizons filters are necessary
to hiodif y th y: & Oulioe 1)e otr k l.l,V and J n Magn i t ild n in ord or
that the VV--horizoa sonaor will produce proper signals.
One filter is of the neutral density typo to reds ce
the light eat: ential.ly by the. saiv^.e porcentASe to be more in
linty with the true horizon at the wavelengths of interest.
The second filter or filters is used to aohieve the proper
balanoe between the two wavelengths used in the UV-horizon
sensor (e.g., 42^0 Angst roms And 3600 Angstroms)
Filters offered by Corning Glass Works of Corning, N.X.
are generally suitable for these units. The eolor-correcting;
glasses are generally of a blue or violet hue for this trans-
forma.tion. For use of the simulator in deeper (shorter Stave-
length) ultraviolet, Schott Glass of West Germany has a wide
selection of UV filters down to the ozone-absorbing region
of the atmosphere (3400 Angstroms) where the UV-sensor would
produce unreliable results.
After filtering to obtain the proper balance of the two
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wavelengths used,, the source light is then collimated by
refraction throuzh two spherie,al surfaces centorod on the
axis of the similator as shorn. its Figure 1. Upon entering
the second and lar6er of the two senses, the liZht% boeo acs
collimated and next i,mpinE es on the plane exit surface of
the large Ions
Depending upon the angle of the Plano surface, the light
l.eavi.n- will und^rreo dispersion as in exi.ti,n;, From a speot;.ro-
graph prism, w1t;h the shorter wavelengths bei n- refracted
to a greatee angle than the longer wavol.ongt;hs. Thus, the
edge of the ribbon f il.am nt; is spectrally spread out with a
vidb,t edge: on top of a blue edge an trop of a white edg( % wha
viewed in the visible spectrum..
By varylag the ,angle of the final lens, the dispersion
may be made to increape in order to simulate vi.ewizzg the
horizon at a closer rarge.
R
Upon delivery of the UV-.horizon simulator on December 4,
The unit was aligned to the UV-horizozi sensor developed by the
Electro--Optical Sensors Lab and tests were run to measure the
sensor using the simulator source.
Generation of the profile curves in this experiment showTed
that: adequete margin exists in the simulator for any f orsecable
testing above the 3400 Angstrom range where ozone absorption
uncertainties exist.
6
CONCLU$1014
The results of the forgolnc.,- tests utilizing the NASA-
ERC Carco test-table and the ERC Brea(lboard W-horizon sensor
in con junction vrith the Mi controls 300-50 autos ollimators
and UV-horizon simulator shoe that the system uoed is suitable
for use as a toot bate in evaluatIng UV-horizon sensors, as
presently eixvisionwl. This testing i"my be done In the existing
1Rbor.q t*,ory with thm pier--oun ted Casco table and without exo tc-n-
s ive'pre cautions to ellmimito the effort  of air turbulence
In addition, ample de.-IGn margin appears to be availablo for
testing beyond the I vxos000nd levei if and when desired.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY APPENDIX
Af te,r a dillgent review of the work performed under
this contract, no new innovation, discovery, improvement
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